Editorial
In classical regression, the number of covariates is much smaller than the number of observations. However, recent developments in genetics have demonstrated a need for '(p n)' models with large numbers of potential explanatory variables. Such models have been studied for a number of outcome variables of different types and, in the second paper, Witten and Tibshirani review this development in survival analysis.
Most methods of inference for survival data deal with observation in continuous time with incompletenesss in the form of right-censoring, and possibly, left-truncation (delayed entry). However, frequently subjects are only observed at certain inspection times at which occurrence or not of the failure event can be ascertained. This leads to interval-censored data and, in the third paper, Zhang and Sun review this field.
Most regression models for survival data have studied the association between the hazard function and the covariates. However, direct inference for other features of survival and event history data like the restricted mean life time or the competing risks cumulative incidence function may be of interest. Andersen and Pohar Perme, in the last paper, review how so-called pseudo-observations may be useful for such a purpose.
